Order the SVU Coding Advisor Software

The SVS Coding Guide is now available with the SVU Coding Advisor Software as a one-year license. The combination has resulted in the inclusion of expert coding guidance for all of the peripheral vascular surgery and interventional codes, as well as expert explanation on component and bundled coding. In addition, included are all databases, updated real-time used for coverage determinations (CPT, HCPCS, NCD, LCD, MPPR and more) as well as notes regarding procedure codes specific to non-invasive vascular diagnostic testing.

Additional features include:

- Bidirectional ICD-9:ICD-10 translator
- Procedure modifiers
- Claims "scrubber", to ensure submitted claims are compliant with all of the common rules, regulations and determinations that impact coverage

For more information, please visit the SVU website. When ordering the guide, please use code SVSCA to gain access to the SVS Coding Guide in the system.

Watch a tutorial clip of the SVU Coding Advisor Software.
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